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Signal^Communication Classes Started "This Week
Some Equipment Already Here,
Pre-Meds To Sponsor Blood Bank More Expected To Arrive Soon
Blood Donors
To Be Called For
During Week

Local Chemistry
Frat Entertains
National Leader

Blood To Be Used
For Emergency Cases

Alpha Chi Sigma, national professional society for chemists, entertained Mr. H. L. Marshall, councilor for the southern district of Alpha Chi Sigma, and Mr. C. B.
Hutchinson, Grand Master of Ceremonies for the society, at a steak
dinner at the College Cafe Monday
night. Dean F. H. H. Calhoun of
the chemistry department, and
Professor F. H. Pollard, faculty advisor to Alph Chi Sigma, were also
guests.
/
At the conclusion of the dinner,
Mr. Marshall, in the name of the
University of Tennessee chapter,
extended an invitation to delegates
from Clemson to attend the district conclave in Knoxville, Tenn.,
in early Dscember. J. H. Mappus,
Master Alchemist of Beta Epsilon,
Clemson chapter of Alpha Chi
Sigma, said that the names cf the
delegates would be announced at a
later date.
After the ceremonies, a business
meeting was held in the apartment
of Professor Pollard. The fact that
the Beta Epsilon chapter is cooperating in the anti-rough initiation drive was brought out, and it
was decided to retain this policy.
Also discussed was the National
Safety Campaign, which will be
sponsored here by Alpha Chi Sigma.
Mr Marshall is connected with
the chemical engineering division
of the T. V. A. in Knoxville, while
Mr. Hutchinson is consulting chemist for the Champion Paper and
Fiber Co., in Saundersville, Ga.

The Pre-Med Club will sponsor
the second drive in Clemson's history for blood donors in the effort to build a blood bank in collabration with National Defense,
Lee Milford, president, said. Volunteers will be called for next
week, and it is hoped that the
cadet corps will give their full
cooperation in this patriotic duty.
Dr. L. W, Milford, Clemson surgeon, will be in charge.
The blood that will be obtained
as soon as the bank drive begins will be used in regular transfusions and for civilian relief in
case of bombings. It will be taken
to Greenville and treated in such
a way that typing of the blood
will not be necessary. Until it is
called for it will be stored in adequate refrigators in Greenville.
Last year there were over 500
volunteers, but only a select few
of the volunteers were used. Several hundred donors are needed
this year. Slips for volunteers have
been printed and will be distributed next week. Blood from twenty
students will be taken each Sunday morning.
^
Students who take part in athletics, those who have recently recovered from contagious diseases,
those who' have colds, hay fever, or
weight under 145 pounds, and those
who are sick in any way, will not
be accepted as donors.
The actual operation of blood
drawing will be under the supervision of Dr. Milford. The Clemson Hospital will secure facilities
to perform the drawing.

Here are nine of the ten men recently
elected into Alpha Zeta, national honorary agricultural fraternity.
They are
undergoing a week's informal initiation.

Lee Milford Named Editor Of 1943
Edition Of Blue Key Directory

Lee Milford, newly appointed editor of the Blue Key directory, last
night made an appeal to the cadet corps for cooperation in the
publishing of this important and
useful marvel.
Milford asked that cadets who
have typewriters or who can type,
assist in the typing of the directory. This work is done entirely
by volunteer help, and any assistance will be greatly appreciated. He
also asked that all members of the
corps fill in their information
blanks as soon as they are issued,
Professor T. E. Brandon of the and turn them in immediately. In
modern language department, will the past the publishing of the dibe guest speaker tonight at a meet- rectory has often been delayed and
ing of the Calhoun Forensic Society, campus literary organization. He will speak on Pan-Ameri- He Talks Like A
can relations.
In addition to his speech, an in- Yankee, But He's
formal debate will be held among
the attending members. The query A Southerner Born
for discussion will be "A Second
John F. Hare, G. S. '43 was
Front Should Begin In France Immediately."
born in Anderson and spent
At the meeting last week, Andy
the first four years of his life
Leventis of Charleston, was judged
here on the Clemson campus.
the best speaker in an after-dinner
At that time his father was
speech contest.
connected with the poultry department here.
Martin To Address
Mr. Hare moved to his preFlying Cadets
sent residence in Elmira, N. Y.
Dexter C. Martin of the South
when Johnny was only four, so
Carolina Aeronautic Commission,
Johnny didn't
see Clemson
will be the guest of the Clemson
again until he entered the inFlying Cadets at a banquet to be
held in Columbia on the night of
stitution as a "rat" in 1939.
the Clemson-Carolina freshman
Although he has lived only
football game.
the first four and the last four
Plans are under way to contact
years of his life in the South,
the Civil Air Patrol with the exJohnny is firmly
convinced
pectations of aiding the governthat he likes it much better
ment in patrol duty. Hopes are to
here he does in the North, and
get some flying hours while doing
he intends to make his home
this work.
here. That ought to prove the
The Clemson Flying Cadets have
old adage that "you can take
twenty-five members. They have
the map out of the South, but
never held a "rough" initiation.
you can't take the South out
They don't believe in murdering
of the man."
their initiates but they will mainJohnny is a company comtain "chopping" in a light manmander in the
cadet corps,
ner with no final initiation.
member of Tiger Brotherhood,
president of Alpha Phi Omega,
Taps Class Proofs
member of the YMCA Cabinet,
and Scoutmaster of Troop 30,
To Be Ready Soon
the Clemson troop.
Harold Cooler, associate and
art editor of Taps, Clemson's
All-American annual, has announced that over half of the
proofs of class section photos
are in, and that distribution
of all of them will take place
October 16 and 17 marks the date
within the next three weeks.
for the 1942 Tiger Ball to be held
Cooler urged all cadets to have
in honor of the senior staff of
their pictures made before the
Clemson's weekly student publicaphotographer leaves tomorrow.
tion and their sponsors.
Cooler said that progress on
The walls of the field house will
the Taps is satisfactory, that
be oscillating to the rhymatic
layouts are complete, and that
beat of the Jungleers, the campus
the cover is designed and ready
aggregate of swingsters. Bobby
to be manufactured by the S.
Thomas will held down the baton
K. Smith Co., of Chicago. The
as usual and the boys are blowSmith Co., also made the 1940
ing at their mouthpieces and sax
and '41 covers.
reeds. The boys have been having
The Taps for this year will
plenty of practice all week in the
suffer no bad effects from warbasement of the band barracks and
time restrictions, and the usual
the sounds eminatjng from the
fine annual (hay be expected,
local are a sample of what will be
Cooler said.
found at the field house on the

Forensic Group
To Hear Brandon

Above are Harry Cohen, Henry Simons,
S. R. McMaster, E. B. Eskew, M. O.
Berry, J. P. Mikell, and G. H. Fairey, J.
H. Cannon is not pictured.

upset by cadets who either fill in
the blanks carelessly and incompletely or not at all.
The Blue Key directory is an
alphabetical listing of cadets and
organizations at Clemson, and is
in an indispensable item to all
cadets, as it contains names, room
numbers, home town, addresses,
courses, companies, and classes of
all cadets and day cadets at Clemson. It has information on the
faculty, officers of administration,
Senior Council and class officers,
Brigade organization, fraternities
and publications. This year the directory will be revised to contain
the latest faculty degrees, and any
other items of importance.

Major Whetstone
On Foreign Duty
Major Guy V. Whetstone, Ag. Ed.
'33, formerly of Salley, now of
Tampa, Florida, was sent overseas
last month, and is now "somewhere in England."
Called into service in September of 1940, he was sent to MacDill Field, Tampa, Fla., as ground
officer attached to the Air Corps.
He spent five months of 1941 in
Newfoundland and was promoted
to the rank of Captain in October
of that year. He. was graduated
from the Air Corps Supply School
at Dayton, Ohio, in January of this
year. Major Whetstone was later
stationed in Tampa, and then in
Walla Walla, Washington, until in
September when he received his
promotion and foreign service assignment.
Previous to his entrance into the
armed forces, he was connected
with the Soil Conservation Service
in Georgia.
While at Clemson; Major Whetstone was a member of the Calhoun
Forensic Society, Tiger Brotherhood, Alpha Tau Alpha, College
Grange, Senior Dancing Club, Y
Council and the Rifle Team.

Melton To Be Tapped
into Mu Beta Psi
In Appearance Here
The C lemson chapter of Mu
Beta Psi, national honorary music
fraternity, has invited James Melton, Metropolitan concert tenor,
who will be the first on the Clemson Artist Series program for this
year, to honorary membership.
If Melton accepts the bid, a certificate of honorary membership
will be awarded during the program.

Railings To Head
Soph Y Council
E. M. Railings, V. Ag. Ed. '45 of
Pageland was elected president of
the sophomore "Y" council to succeed Gordon Goodale at a meeting last Tuesday evening.
Other officers elected were O. K.
Rudd, chem. eng. '45 of Savannah,
Ga., vice-president; J. R. McCreary,
arch. '45 of Aiken, secretary; and
J. G. Farrel, T. E. '45 of Spartanburg, treasurer.
"Tillie" Heyward of the Y made
a brief inspirational talk to the
members of the council, during
which he made a few suggestions
for projects to be executed this
year.
Ten members of the council were
nominated to make up an executive
committee. Five of these students
will be elected at the next meeting.

Stanley Appoints
Junior C. D. A.
Four new members have been
chosen by the Central Dance Association to comprise the Junior
C. D. A. together with three other
men yet to be named, Tom Stanley, T. E. '43 of Marion, president
of CDA, said last night.
The four men named are J. C.
Bennett, E. E. '44 of St. Matthews;
H. E. Holley, M. E. '44 of Aiken;
D. G. Jacobs, M. E. '44 of Gainesville, Ga.; and T. W. Yarboro, E.
E. '44 of Mullins. The remaining
three will be named later in the
semester.

Courses To Include Theory Classes
And Experience In Field Problems
Clemson's newest branch of reserve officer training,
the signal corps, initiated its scheduled training program
this week, holding the first class for senior member's
Tuesday. First classes for juniors will begin their training
in the fundamentals next week.
Two signal corp officers, Lt. R. D. Sanborn and Lt.
W. R. Deal, have been assigned to Clemson to instruct
members of the senior, junior, and sophomore classes who
are taking the signal communications training program.

Clemson Grad
Gets Navy Cross

B. M. Jones, M. E. and E. E.
'14, since his graduation a resident of Pittsburg, was recently
elected "chairman of the Pittsburg Section of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, taking office August 1.
He now holds the position of
planning engineer for the Duquesne Light Company of Pittsburg.

Three Faculty Dance
Groups To Get
Under Way Soon
Clemson's three faculty dance
organizations, The Cotillion Club,
The Spinsters Club, and The Clemson Club, were recently organized
and plans were made for the future.
First dance of the year will be on
October 17. It will be given by the
Clemson Club, and members of the
Cotillion Club will be their guests.
The date for the first dance by the
Spinsters Club is undecided.
Officers of the Clemson Club include I. S. Pitts, president; W. D.
Williams, vice-president; Mrs. T.
E. Brandon, secretary, and Ralph
Lipscomb, treasurer. Of the Cotillion Club, the officers are Bob Anderson, president; Tom Peele, vicepresident, and John Wiginton, secretary and treasurer. The Spinster
Club officers include Miss Edna
Blake, president; Miss Rose Shanklin, vice-president; Miss Margaret
McCutcheon, secretary, and Miss
Rose Craig, treasurer.
New members of The Spinster's
Club are Evelyn McBrayer, Tillie
Tallevast, Doris McMillian, Agnes
Campbell, Lorine Bryant and Jean
Evans.

Lee W. Milford, Jr., who was
recently elected Editor of Blue
Key Directory, to be published
in the near future.

Above is R. K. McLeod, G. S.
'41, who will be married next
week to Miss Margaret Burgess
of Sumter.

graph office. Times 'a wastin'.
Decorations for Tiger Ball are
rapidly nearing completion and although the nature of the decorations is a military secret, they
promise to be the best in recent
years.
As before, the theme of Tiger
Ball will be of a journalistic nature
representing the "South's most interesting College newspaper." A
large C. D. A. task force have been
busily engaged in their field house
cutting and pasting, hanging and
suspending.
There is a war on, we know, but
come on over to Tiger Ball and
burn up a little shoe leather. If you

need mobilization to and from the
field house, well, you can wait till
Monday to turn in the old jallopy
to the scrap metal drive.
The tentative dance schedule for
the remainder of the year follows:
Tiger Ball—Oct. 16-17. '
Autumn Ball—Nov. 20-21.
Military Ball—Dec. 11-12.
Mid-Winters—Feb. 5-6.
Ring Dance—March 5.
Athletic Ball—March 6.
Taps Ball—April 16-17.
Junior-Senior—May 7-8.
Finals—May 29.
All dates are subject to change.

Colonel H. M. Pool, Commandant of Clemson College, addressed
the Clemson chapter of American
Society of Agricultural Engineers
at its second meeting of the year
Tuesday night. He spoke on the
present war situation and discussed the prospects that the future holds for this year's Senior
class, expressing the belief that the
majority of this year's prospective graduates will see action in
the Eastern theater of war. The
Colonel was also of the opinion
that the eighteen and nineteen
year old boys will be subject to
the draft before the first of next
year.
Seven new men from the sophomore and junior classes are being inducted into A. S. A. E. this
year. These men will undergo a
two week's initiation before the
final ceremonies will be held. The
juniors are T. L. Dobbins, Anderson; J. M. Goodman, Mountville;
J. S. Winebrenner, Mountville; A.
S. Terry, Fountain Inn. The sophomores are H. C. Edens, Dalzell;
L. R. Hammett, Gaffney, L. E.
Mansfield, Atlanta, Georgia.

Lieutenant Walter Miller Hobson, (Cotton, to Clemson boys)
Dairying '42, was married to Miss
Sara Louise Poole September thirtieth in Weatherford, Texas.
Lt. Hobson made an outstandingrecord while at Clemson, having
been a captain in the cadet corps,
member of Blue Key, member of
Alpha Zeta, winner of Danforth
Fellowship, and member of several
other campus organizations and
fraternities.

Dr. A. L. Gunter To
Speak Here Sunday

Moise Is Elected
Captains Head
Robert B. Moise, M. E. '43, ot
Sumter, was elected president of
the Company Commanders Club
Tuesday night at the first meeting
of the organization this year.
The club was organized several
years ago in order to pass on matters which could be handled best
by the company commanders act-.
ing as a group, and to promote better friendship and understanding
between the members of the corps.
Other officers elected include
Edwards Brooks, M. E. '43, of
Penns Grove, N. J., vice-president;
and Frank Coachman, M. E. '43:
of Manning, secretary-treasurer.

Reverend D. A. Clybum, pastor
cf the Clemson Methodist Church,
said this week that Dr. A. L.
Gunter of Spartanburg, will speak
at the regular service at the Methodist Church Sunday morning at
eleven thirty.
Dr. Gunter is executive secretary
of the Board of Education of the
Methodist Church. He served one
problems are fairly
These dterm as district superintendent, simple.
and has served as pastor of several
—Vamdivere
of the larger churches in upper
South Carolina.
I want you boys to say "thank
you" when I finish saying this.
—Crouch
Entertain Sponsored

%-oidU—

Staff Ready For Tiger Ball Next Week
above mentioned date, brother,
watch your step, or you will be
killed in the rush. Prexy Thomas
seems confident that the new members added to the band are loaded
and ready to give out to the lucky
holders of Tiger Ball tickets.
Tom Stanley, President of the.
Central Dance Association, promoters of Tiger Ball, warn that
there is hot much time left to grPb
a date. Sig>: that gal up without
delay. If ;ou didn't sign her on the
dotted line when you were home
last week end, rush, do not walk,
to tne nearest telephone or tele-

Pool Addresses
ASAE Meeting

Cotton Hobson '42,
Wed To Texas Girl

Physics Vacancy
Filled By Floyd
Berry Floyd, Jr., former instructor at Rayburn Gap Nacoochee
Junior College, Rayburn Gap,
Georgia, will fill the vacancy to be
created in the Physics Department
by the resignation of Professor E.
F. Vandiver on October 24. Professor Floyd received his master's degree at the University of Georgia.
Mr. Vandiver has accepted a
position with the engineer's department of the Federal Communications Commission in Baltimore.

Lieutenant (J. G. Charles- S.
Lane, Mechanical Engineering '40,
was among eighteen men presented
Navy Crosses Saturday by ViceAdmiral William F. Halsey aboard
a fighting ship at Pearl Harbor.
"You have won your honors In
the Battle of the Coral Sea and
the Midway operations which have
demonstrated the superiority of
our fleet air arm over that of the
enemy," Admiral Halsey told the
recipients of the award.
"Many of you were under fire
for the first time. Yet each of you
did a job—with cool courage that
proved you are better fighting
men."
Lieutenant Lane is a son of
Judge Henry P. Lane of Leaksville.

Lt. Sanborn is a graduate of the
University of New Hampshire, and
Lt. Deal is a graduate of Georgia
Tech. Both officers have completed the intensive training course fop
officer instructors at the Eastern.
Signal Corps School at Fort Monmoth, New Jersey, and were sent
directly to Clemson to start classes.
Some of the equipment to be used
in the theory explanation and field
instruction has already arrived,
and more is expected to arriva
shortly. Among the equipment t<}
be used in the classes here are
three of the famous "walkie-talkie"
radio transceivers. These little
radios were built for compactness,
and portability, and-resemble greatly many of the commercial portables now on the market, the main
difference being the fact that it is
possible to send as well as receive
with the miniature sets.
Other equipment to be used in
the classes includes the latest type
field telephone, radio transmitters
for both key and 'phone, switch
boards, and code practice sets. In
value the equipment will total approximately $30,000. On hand now
are nine radio sets, a number • of
field telephones, and three switch
boards.
Officers in charge of the training
said that as soon as all of the
equipment has arrived, and as soon
as other facilities are available,
the communications training will
get under way. For the present,
senior students will study military
law, theory of signal corps, and
tactics and techniques cf signal
communications. The junior students will, for the present, study a
common course, and later, courses
special to signal communications.
Classes for sophomores are scheduled to begin next week. Freshmen in the signal training will continue to take the basic course in
the infantry training program.
. Throughout the year, weather
permitting, the equipment will be
used from various points over the
campus as a part of the training
program, and later in the year
some form of field problem using
all forms of communications will
be worked out.
At present there are 30 seniors,
30 juniors, 60 sophomores and one
hundred eighty freshmen enrolled
in the signal corps unit here. All
of the men in the senior and
junior classes are taking either
electrical or mechanical engineering.

By Presbyterians

Business Manager George Konduros, who this week urges all
cadets who haven't had their
pictures taken for "Taps" to
do so this : afternoon and tomorrow,

We're trying hard to keep you
fellows here, at least, until the end
Last Wednesday night PSA had of the semester.
—Helton
a wiener roast in the Sunday
school rcoms of the Presbyterian
church. Professor and Mrs. H. E.
Boys, use the top sheet of your
Glenn, Professor and Mrs. B. E. note book, don't thumb all through
Goodale, Dr. and Mrs. Sidney it.
Crouch and Mrs. David Barnette
—Ward
were in charge of refreshments and
serving.
Gentlemen, didn't I announce a
There were approximately forty- quiz for today?
eight students present.
—Brandon

TWC
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ACADEMIC FREEDOMIn other columns on this page the new class attendance regulations are discussed from the student angle.
We concur in the opinion that the recently adopted
system is unduly harsh, but we are interested in the hearing the administration side. We believe that every student
will be equally interested.
The Tiger invites faculty and administration replies
to the criticisms voiced in this issue. We believe that a
fair and impartial discussion of the question through the
medium of the student newspaper will be of value in
ironing out the objectionable features of the new system.
It is possible that the faculty will find student suggestions
of value in working out a better set of regulations.
The administration .of Clemson, from the Board of
Trustees on down, has always welcomed constructive criticism from members of the corps, which is, in the final
analysis, the group most directly concerned. It has never
failed to consider that the students themselves should have
a voice in their government. They have never been reluctant to amend their rulings in the light of suggestions
for improvement.
We believe in the principle of academic freedom from
the student as well as the faculty point of view. We believe that the development of initiative and personal responsibility are as important as any other single thing
that can be taught at Clemson. We believe that the new
class attendance program discourages such development,
and we believe that a better solution can and will be worked out.

TELEPHONE PROBLEMTelephone service at Clemson is terrible, and with the
increased number of students this year there is no prospecf
of the situation getting any better unless more telephones
are installed in barracks. Last year there was one in the
basement of seventh, but for some reason it was removed
and has not yet been replaced.
There is a telephone in the Main Building that is locked
up at retreat every day. It serves no good purpose, since
most calls come in after seven o'clock at night. Provision
should be made for moving the booth down to barracks at
once. There are several telephones at the YMCA that could
be made available for student use through the written
permission of the Officer of the Day.
With these improvements, the congested condition at
the single telephone in barracks every night would be at
least temporarily relieved.
Work should begin on the installation of additional booths at once. The idea of more
than two thousand boys having to share one telephone is
absurd.

THIS IS NO JUNK, ITS SCRAPThe cannon facing the small greenhouse on Clemson's
campus is serving no good purpose. It has no historic significance as far as we have been able to determine, and is
not used for military instruction purposes. In fact, other
than serving as a toy for the past senior classes, the old
piece Has been nothing but a decoration for the lawn, and
this is no time for decorations.
The Tiger suggests that the Clemson Foundation, a
worthy organization building up a fund for making loans to
deserving students or to the college in time of necessity,
sell the relic for scrap and add the money to its growing
total. The piece must weigh several tons, and the steel is
of a grade that is needed in the present war program.
As far as losing the ornament goes, the War Department promises to replace all such relics with brand new
ones after the war, so all it will really amount to is a trade-in
on a new model.

OLD CLOTHESWe believe that all cadets should have physical drills
in old clothes rather than in the ordinary "uniform of the
day." If a cadet is once caught playing football or what
have you in uniform, he is immediately assessed demerits
for "Improper Use of Uniform". Yet we all go to a scheduled drill and play "piggy back" or something of the kind,
the result being the destruction of numerous shirts.
We suggest that the military department set aside one
day for close order drill and the second for this new physical training which is proving to be of great value. On this
second day, old clothes should be worn. This will serve a
twofold purpose. It will save the appearance of the cadet's
clothes, and will aid in letting the cadet really put his
heart into what he is doing.

LAST CALLTaps photographs aren't being made at anything like
the rate they should be, and if business doesn't pick up
soon we're going to have a mighty slim senior section this
year. The engravers aren't sure of the available supply of
metal if the delay is too great, and film scarcities are dogging the photographers. But the main thing is that it costs
Taps greenbacks for every day they miss the deadline on
pictures.
A little cooperation from the student body in general
and the seniors in particular is essential.

INTRAMURALS AGAINHere's a good tip to Rats and old men alike: get behind the intramural program and push it to the limit.
There's nothing better than fast intramural sports and the
men participating get as much kick out of it as any varsity
man gets out of playing to a packed house. And intramurals have the advantage of not interfering with school
work, which is a rare thing indeed in athletics. So let's all
become intramural-minded this year.

By CLEMSON MEN
IN THE SERVICES

NOTHIIKi
By JUDSON CHAPIN

THERE ARE

516 COLLEGE STADIUMS

IN THE COUNTRY WITH A TOTAL '
The S cotohman has been taking
SEATING CAPACITY OF 5J68,200 OR.
a beating about his financial tightAN AVERAGE OF 10,000 PER. SCHOOL/
ness
since
time
immemorium.
There seems to be two different
schools of thought as to the veracity of the accusations of Thriftiness. It may or it may not be, but
here is a little story.
This summer a friend of mine had
a job, the duties of which took him
to the telegraph office quite often.
r n
'~ d?<- he entered the Western
Union office and dispatched a teleb---j... A.--*e oiuy oiner customer in
ROBERT H.
the room was a big, sandy Scotchman. My friend struck up a conversation and soon found out that the
WAS THE FIRST OP
Scotchman had wired his girl, who
SEVEN CONSECUTIVE
was working for the government in
MINISTER-PRESIDENTS
Washington, and asked her to marAT Ml AMI UNIV.
ry him. She was to send back the
answer through the same channels.
"Well, how long have you been
waiting?" my friend asked.
WAY BACK WHEN WISCONSIN FIRST PLAYED
"Aboot four hourrs," was the
MINNESOTA IN FOOTBALL, THE WISCONSIN TEAM
answer.
TROTTED OUT ON THE FIELD WEARING TOP
"Well," scoffed my buddy, "I
HATS. THE STUNT SO INFURIATED THE
certainly would not think much of
GOPHERS THAT THEY DRUBBED THE BADGERS
JOIN % JABWIAII SINKING FUND
a girl who kept me waiting four
r
BUY WR STAMP?!
ho" R."
"Aye,
that's wherrrre yourrrre
wriw..„, lauu±e,' was the answer.
"She's waiting forrr the night *+*+*******+*+***+***+*+*+*++*+**++**w++**+**—+*+*++++*+++,
rrrate."

BISHOP

63-0/

NAVY DAY
If you want to laugh and join the
navy, too, go over to the Naval recruiting station in Greenville. It is
located in the Post Office, along
with the Army, the Marine Corps,'
the courtroom, tax offices and a
fine looking jail. The warrant officer in charge is a character whom
you will not easily forget. An old
navy man; he came up the hard
way.
Prom the moment you enter the
room till the time you leave he will
chatter away and keep you laughing. When you leave, you will be a
navy man or still draft material.
The examining system used is •
queer one, indeed, and includes a
preliminary
pirysical
check-up.
When you are dashing about the
room in a state of "des habille"
or "au natural" as it were, a knock
will come on. the door and some
female will enter seeking admittance as a WAVE. There is a general dash for the shower stall used
as an undressin station. Then when
the all-clear has sounded, you
emerge and
parade around some
more. As the parade progresses,
you halt in front of a spacious
window. Upon glancing out, you
notice that all activity in the insurance office across the street has
stopped and the girls are all crowded around
the windows.
Comments the recruiting officer:
"They don't get a damn thing
done in that insurance office down
there; all those gals do all day is
hang around the windows."
MEDICAL FREAK
College authorities were horrified last week when one of its
freshman returned from a weekend.
The frosh was buying his ticket.
As he paid his money and was preparing to go, he heard the agent
tell an old lady who was next in
line that the last ticket on the
sleeper on which she wanted to
travel had just been sold. The
kindly, lowly freshman walked back
and assured the old lady that she
could have his ticket. Imagine the
horrcr of the dean when he read
the following message: WILL BE
DETAINED STOP JUST GAVE
BERTH TO AN OLD LADY.
I think that my friend, August
Throttlebottom, the pride of the
U. S. Army, is mad at me, for he
has not written me in some time.
I was about to think him a casualty when I learned that he had
written to Miss Peg Egerton of
Hendersonville, N. C, and sent her
a list of the ten most popular war
songs of the day.
THROTTLEBOTTOM SPEAKS
Presenting your "Hate Parade,"
brought to you by the makers of
"Contented bombs, poison gas, etc."
Have you tried our latest model
shrapnel? You should
It will
kill you!
1. Begin the Barrage (or, Home
on the Range)
2. My Explosion
3. Torpedo Junction (or, All I
Do Is Sink of You.
4. Bomb Boogie
5. Gunboat Serenade (from the
movie Flotilla Flat..
6. Call ot the Cannon
Whispering Gas (or, Gas I'll Go
Back Home This Summer)
8. I'm a Rommel'in Wreck (or,
Bock Bay Shuffle)
9. Gun Are the Days
(or,
Schicklegreuber Stompede)
10. Tanks for Everything (or,
The Tanks Are Coming)
Defile Hitler! !
SHADES OF JOHN MLLTON
John Milton wrote an epic poem
entitled "Paradise Lest." The poem
is Milton's interpretation of the
beginning of the world and how
Sin and Death first infested our
global realm.
Several professional men and
business men were sitting around
discussing "Paradise Lost" and the
beginning of the world in general.
During the course of the conversation the question as to what the
first profession to appear on the
earth was.
"Why it was surgery," a well
known doctor said. "Everyone knows
that Eve was made from Adam's
rib. That was a clear case of surgery."
"That's wrong," said a well
known lawyer, "Everyone knows
that Adam and Eve swiped the
apple and were thrown out of the
garden of Eden. That was a clear
case of the arm of the law."
"You are both wrong," flustered
a prominent politician. "Politics

As We
See It

Talk of th<
Town
By KENNETH CRIBB
Again Clemson's board of Deans and Directors has seen
fit to revise the class attendance regulations.
Again they have chosen to make the regulations more
stringent.
And again we bring to The Tiger's readers, administration, faculty, and student body, the question of the value
of a "you've got to meet every class" system.
Last year when the class attend- *
:
:
ance regulations were published, to experiment with.a free cut sysstudents were advised that they tem in the upper scholastic brackwere allowed cuts equivalent to one ets. The Board would still have
week's work, but that should they been able to control the attendance
use these cuts for reasons other of the lower bracket students to
than personal emergency or auth- whatever degree it thought possible.
We heard nothing from the sugorized absences, they would be subject to dismissal from the course. gestion. It was, no doubt, considerUnder such a system as that The ed.
Last week, however, the regisTiger voiced disagreement, pointing
out that the education of college trar's office issued the Board's demen should be largely a matter of cision. Each student is allowed a
offering the student the opportun- total of five cuts per semester. For
ity to learn and leaving it to him to violation of these regulations, he is
take as much or as little as he subject, not to the jurisdiction of
wants. We believed that college men an academic body, but to the miliwere too old to be placed under tary authority of the school. For
compulsory attendance, that they class absence before or after a holishould be allowed to decide for day, he is liable to a charge of
themselves how many and what A. W. O. L., and the corresponding
classes they should meet. Frankly, sentence of room ar rest and the
we felt that the administration award of demerits.
It is the opinion of this column
was not fostering the development
of personal responsibility among that the administration, in approving this system, has made one
the students of the college.
At the same time we realized that of the few serious errors in judgattitudes toward education differ ment that we have seen in the last
greatly, and that educators who three years. We sincerely believe,
believed in holding a horse's head along with several faculty memto water until he drinks or drowns bers, that the institution of a free
are as ardent believers in that cut system at this school would do
system as we are a free education much to improve the attitude tosystem. In that light, we suggested ward the acquisition of knowledge,
that a system based on scholastic and that since the Board can not
standing be considered by the or will not institute such a sysBoard. We pointed out the value tem, that the only solution is a
of offering a reward for scholastic system based on scholastic standachievement, and the opportunity ing.

Shoot The ShoW
Thursday, October 8—PRIORITIES ON PARADE.
We ain't seen this one and can't
find any one who has. The only
hint we have is that it is a musical
with Ann Miller.
Auditorium No. 2—THE LADY
HAS PLANS.
Reviewed last week.
Friday, October 7—Aud. 1—SOFT
SHOULDERS.
Again we draw a blank. Have no
idea what this one is about but
Virginia Bruce is in it and she
was the first profession."
There was a general concensus
of disapproval.
"Well," snapped the politician,
"what was there in the world before the garden of Eden?"
"Why, chaos!" was the unanimius answer.
"Well," smiled the politician,
"Where do
you think
all that
chaos came from?"

is worth seeing.
Aud. No. 2—TAKE A LETTER
DARLING.
This is about one of the best
comedies of the year. Roz Russell
is a big business executive who
hires Fred McMurray as her private secretary to win an account.
Complications start when cupid
steps in. Be sure and see this one.
Saturday. October 9, Aud. 1—
TAKE A LETTER DARLING.
Aud. 2—SOFT SHOULDERS.
Monday, October 12—DESPERATE JOURNEY.
This is an Errol Flynn thriller
that is so new that no one has gotten around to seeing it as yet. The
story concerns activities in front
of, over, and behind the German
lines. Every one will enjoy this
one.
Aud. No. 2—A HAUNTING WE
WILL GO.
If you like Laurel and Hardy,
you will like this one. -Frankly, I

YOU ARE MY-Y-Y-Y BOID!!-

Editor Note: The following
two letters were received by
Professor B. E. Goodale of the
dairy department, and thoughtfully passed on to The Tiger.
Dear "Big Ben":
I hesitate to address you thus,
but after rereading your closing
paragraph, I couldn't refrain! You
probably have had that fall on your
ears before, tho', eh?
Needless, to say, i was quite glad
to have your letter sometime ago—
nearly four months. Yours is the
only letter I've had from a prof,
since I left there June '38. I do get
The Tiger intermittently, so manage to keep up with some of the
happenings.
I chanted to meet Dr. F. w.
Armstrong, who is head of agriculture here at the University of Hawaii. He's a Clemson graduate in
the Class of 1916—nice old codger!
Also, he called Lt. Stokley on the
phene—talked to him a spell.
Stokey is a member of the Class
of '36. Hank is an Ensign. (Must
be a traitor.) Duck Stroud is a
sgt. He's from Chester, and was in
the class of '41. That's about all
of the Clemson men I've run into.
April 20, I was promoted to 1st
Lt., with rank from March 1st.
Now, I have to really give out, to
make them right about promoting
me.
Too, I am no first pilot on the
B-17! That's what I like. Golly!
That is the most wonderful airplane in the world. I'm sho' sold on
it. However, there is yet worlds for
me to learn about it. Perhaps I'll
learn enough before long so that
I can survive.
My,, but I'd like to get back on
the campus once again. I'd also like
the chance to look through your
lab again. Of course the ice cream
is immaterial.
May I hear from you sometime?
Most sincerely,
Lt. P. C. Sprawls,
42nd Bomb Squad.
APO 953
%Pos*me<j.e.r.
/
San Francisco, Cal.
Dear Professor Goodale:
How is our good old dairy prof?
I hope you and everyone around
Clemson are fine. I know you
will be surprised to hear from me.
About one week ago I went into
the hospital here where I am now
stationed and by luck ran into Lt.
Phil Sprawls C38). He was in there
with a Jap bullet through his left
hand and leg. An enemy pilot tried
to shoot him out of his plane, but
did not succeed. He is not badly
hurt, and is improving rapidly. He
told me he was corresponding with
ycu so I thought I would let you
know that he is O. K.
We are on an island in the South
Pacific, some 8,000 or more miles
from Clemson. It was very pleasant
to run across someone I know so
far from home. Ariel ('40) is also
here in the infantry. There are several other Clemson grads here.
This is a nice place, but nothing
like gcod old U. S. A. There are
all kinds of tropical g rowth here—
jungles that are rather thick, cocoanuts, coffee, cocoa, oranges,
lemons, limes, tangerines, and bananas, mohogan, teak and other
tropical woods. No wild animals or
land snakes are found here, although there are pigs, degs, cats,
and chickens that have gone wild,
lots of beef cattle, raised just like
they are on the range in Texas,
and some horses.
There are only a handful of
Europeans, some, black natives
like the American Negro, and some
Tonganese.
Now a few words about myself. T
transferred to the Field Artillery
about a year after graduating. I
have been on active duty since
April 16, 1941. I spent seme time
at Fort Bragg, N. C. I work a plenty, gets lots to eat, and enough
sleep to keep me alive.
Give my regards to Dr. Crouch
and everyone in Clemson. I will
be glad to hear from you and
others. Writing and reading letters
we receive help to pass away any
spare time we might have.
Sincerely,
Lt. Bruce A. Peeling ('39)
laughed at it though it was terribly
stupid. Laurel and Hardy get mixed up with a magician, a gang of
murderers and a body in a trunk.
If you think you can take it . . .
Take . . . Otherwise, leave it alone.
Tuesday, October 13, Aud. No. 1—
A HAUNTING WE WILL GO.
Aud. No. 2—DESPERATE JOURNEY.
Wednesday, October 14—HOLIDAY INN.
This is the Fred Astaire, Bing
Crosby latest and is full of fun
and music, but no plot . . . You
will enjoy Bing's singing and Astaire's dacing, but most of all, you
will enjoy Marjorie Reynolds who
makes a swell first appearance . . .
You won't sleep through this one.
Lafayette college has been enriched by a collection of more than
500 volumes from the library of
the late B. F. Fackenthal, Jr., famed industrialist-philanthropist and
a member of the class of 1878.
Gifts totaling nearly $100,000
were received by the board of regents at the University of Minnesota at a recent meeting.
A substantial increase in enrollment of women in engineering,
drawing, the industrial arts generally, and in wood shop work is reported at the University of California.
Responding to a call at Emporia
(Kan.) Teachers college, the fire
laddies found an optical illusion
instead. Floodlights striking millions of insects gave them\the appearance of sparks jumpinx from
the roof.

oscar says

i

oscar say*

—that the weekend in Charlotte —that the Alumni in Charlotte are
wasn't nothing but fine.
I «hout the nicest people he knows.
oscar says

oscar says

—that he (Oscar) hates to say it —that he (Oscar) doesn't know her
but the. Senior Platoon stunk and name, but the Hon. Colonel at the
He (Oscar) is gonna be mighty Worm Parade was certainly a big
hard on 'em until they redeem sport.
themselves.
oscar says

—that Tiger Ball is coming up
oscar says
—that Renkei», vVickham, Burgess shortly.
and Grimball pulled a blackout
oscar says
in the Hotel Charlotte that was a
—that maybe Sgt. Thomas ain't
complete success.
stupid, but he'll come close to it.
Somebody ought to tell him you
oscar says
—that the above said came mighty don't pronounce the "he" in "Chi."
close to being called the boresome
oscar says
foursome this weekend and he (Os—that he (Oscar) wishes he were
car) thought that went out with
as cute as some
of these little
last year's seniors.
baby-face Sgt. Majors.
oscar says

—that the Sat. Nite Swingaroo at
Winthrop was plenty good and he
(Oscar) is all for seme more like
oscar says

—that he (Oscar) still thinks that
Jewel Clark is awful cute and
strongly suggests that Leitner get
busy, lest he lose out completely.
oscar says

—that C. D. A. Miller thinks he's
running circles around Bickley of
the Zoo but he (Oscar) knows better. Maybe she just don't eat up
that stuff.
oscar says

oscar says

—that he (Oscar) can't understand how the C. D. A. got such a
good bunch of Juniors this year,
mostly "Nut Boys" too and it's understood that the two don't go together.
oscar says

—that most of the boys do well
to get a gal to come up to see them
occasionally, and he (Oscar) can
see no reason
why Bobby Blair
should hurt their ego by parading
his two women . in front of first
barracks after long roll.
oscar says

—that Clanton is quite a regular
—that Dew Drops are* better
known as Yard Engines, but he visitor over at Furman's Montahag
(Oscar) knows one little drop that's and he (Oscar) would like to know
just what's going on over there.
dripping all over Jacobs.
oscar says

—that he (Oscar) would have never
thought it of Milford, but the guy's
a wolf and with all the howling he
(Milford) did in Charlotte, it
couldn't have been just that half
dozen diamonds he wears.
oscar says

—that Wolf Milford shouldn't take
advantage of Juniors like that.
oscar says

—that Coble swears he's innocent,
but he (Oscar) is rather inclined to
think different and especially since
that Soph, happened to be Wickham.
oscar says

oscar says

—that Col. Gardiner ain't making any noise now bout his gals
and he (Oscar) suggests that some
cute little chip step in and take
over the big boy's heart. Footnote
—to the galls, He (Gardiner) is a
gullable sort of a guy too.
oscar says

—that Rat Tom Rogers is swell
guy, even though he does own a
red petrol buggy, so why don't the
boys with the silver buttons quit
taking advantage of him.
oscar says

—that, so help me, Stg. Thomas is
—that he (Oscar) wants
gonna be another Milford, but he when he's gonna be able
(Oscar) ain't gonna hold that his boots. Tain't no fun
against him cause he (Oscar) likes 'em sitting on the locker
Milford.
getting to wear 'em some.

to know
to wear
to have
without

*1Uil Above. NottuMa
BY F. X. WALLACE
war next May, if we're old enough
PET PEEVE:
to die, we're old enough to know
For lack of something better to that we should go to class without
get after this week, we'll go after being threatened from all sides s*id the Class Attendance Regulations angles.
that were issued during the past
week. Boy oh boy, they're pips
ODE:
None of us liked the old ones, but
Here's one that a friend of ours,
the new ones take the cake, frosting
and all. After reading this new set, i who is quite a famous columnist
we feel sure that a rank outsider up our way and who writes under
would swear that they belonged to the nom de plume of "The SpecMrs. Smith's School (for young tator", had in his column the
First of all the setladies between the ages of 5 and other night
10)
For crying cut loud, you'd up is necessary to appreciate this.
It seems as though two midthink that we're a bunch of infants
and idiots instead of college stu- west test men (young engineers in
dents
For four years now, we the employ of the G. E. CoJ wrote
have maintained that a man, and Spec a letter hacking the fairer sex
of the home town. So a couple of
we are men, in college should know
enough to go to class every day gals got together the other day and
and not be threatened into going. banged out a little something
which they prefer to call "An Ode
We're laying hard, cold cash on
the line to go to college and no to a Test Man." And as Spec says,
"It's a beaut."
Here it is:
one knows better than we what will
happen if we don't go. It's skin off If your phone rings at 9 on a Saturday night
our backs, not the college's, if we
cut classes too much, and what's And you're asked to go on a spree,
more we know it
Under the It's a favor conferred by that flyby-night bird,
present setup, we are allowed 5 unexcused cuts a semester and for The young test man who works for
GE.
every cut in excess of five, we collect 10 demerits
And that ain't
all, brother, listen to this:
Ac- If his clothes are a marvel of what
not to wear,
cording to paragraph 4, if we cut
any class on the day before or Baggy slacks that are really a mess,
after a holiday, we will be consider- If his moth-eaten sweater is sewed
to a letter,
ed A. W. O. L.
The whole idea
behind this out and out threat is In an effort (though crude) to impress.
absurd and preposterous. As a matter of fact, several prominent
members of the faculty are of the If he talks with a drawl, or a midwest twang,
same opinion, and have gone so far
as to say that we, as college stu- And sez your hometown is queer,
dents, should be allowed unlimited If his grammar is sad and his
dancing is bad,
cuts. They substantiate their argument by saying that an unlimited Ten to one he's a young engineer!
cut system develops initiative in
the individual. And they further If he wasn't a star on his school's
football team,
develop it by pointing out that in
most of the large universities and It's a cinch that he rowed on the
crew.
colleges of the country, unlimited
cut systems cperate smoothly and And don't be surprised, if you're
later advised,
efficiently
One of the Profs.
that helped organize the present That he's Tau Beta Pi Hickville
Moo!
system readily admits the fact that
when this system was being authored, nothing was thought of the If a hint that you're practically
starving to death
fact that under the present setup,
freshmen rate more cuts than does Nets you just one more blasted
short beer,
a senior, since freshmen rate 40
more demerits than a senior does, Sister, don't loose your mind; be
gentle and kind,
all of which means 4 more cuts
than a senior gets
Can anyone You've a date with a damn engineer.
in his right mind fathom a system
whereby freshmen rate more cuts
than do 'seniors?
We'll leave
Having been a test man last sumthat unanswered for fear of what mer, this author can really apprewe might say.-.
This all goes to ciate the above
But to all other
prove and make valid our claim embryo engineers, we have this to
that the present system is ab- say,
See what you're coming to?
surd. Surely, those that fathered The moral is: Don't hack the local
this system couldn't have realized gals wherever you may be, cause
that we've been cut from mama's they'll gang up on you surer than
apron strings for years now, or if hell is hot.
they did, they must have thought
that we are a bunch of imbeciles
and morons. We're certainly treat- CLEMSON PORTRAIT:
ed that way by these new regulaThe Kaydet that drives up to the
tions
Several people have ex- P. O. with a "Yard Engine" in her
pressed the opinion that the only car, dashes out and into the P. O.,
good thing about these new regu- and then when he finds that the
lations is the last paragraph
"Sugar Report" from the good gal
"The above class attendance regu- back home is not there, starts to
lations are subject to change at cuss. Then he dashes back out to
any time."
We firmly express the car, says that he mailed the
the hope that the fathers of this letter to his mother o. k., and then
system take advantage of this drives off with the gullible oat.
paragraph, and install a system
fitting for a college instead of a THOUGHT THAT PASSES
grammar school
In sumi: ing IN THE NIGHT:
up all this and as the final crownEf'n we could only see ourselves
ing point we'd like to say this
as others do; What a different
If we are old enough to go off to world this would :e.
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Tigers Seek Revenge At Boston Saturday
^—4 f

By BOB MOISE
The State Wolfpack was too good for us last Saturday.
The score was 7-6, but their actual superiority was not indicated by the one point margin. The telling difference
between the two teams was the fact that the Wolves played
aggressive b'all both on offense and defense, while the
Bengals were sluggish on their blocking and tackling.
We think the Tigers had the stuff to lick N. C.
State, but they didn't show it Saturday. We think they
have the stuff to whip Boston College this week. Last
week's game will prove invaluable to a good many
green sophs who had never before met a team larger
than ours on a dry field.
Boston in all probability will take our boys too lightly;
let's hope they do. Let's stay behind our team solid, win
or lose, because they've already lost, and they'll win some
more for us», if we back 'em.
HATS OFF TO:
It's not in the least out of order to give credit where
it's due, to a winning or losing team.
So we here take off our hats publicly to several of
Clemson's gridsters.
First, there is "Hawk" Craig who played one of
the most magnificent games of football against State
we have ever seen, particularly on defense. Craig is
rightly rated one of the best blockers in the South,
and his greatness is taken too much for granted. As a
line backer-up, he also rates with the best, and the
big Bengal alternate captain proved it beyond doubt
Saturday.
Keep your eyes on Big No. 76 next game.
And right on the "Hawk's" heels as a defensive star
was Harry Franklin, the little Tennessee speedster. "Frank"
saved a sure Wolf touchdown in the last minutes of the
game as he ran blocking back "Peanut" Doak, down from
behind and dropped him on the three yard line. His tackling
all afternoon was vicious and effective.
"Butch" Butler again punted remarkably under pressure. The "Butcherings" booming fifty and sixty yard
kicks from deep in the end zone were beautiful to watch
and would be a satisfaction to any coach.
Captain Charlie Wright is the kind of player who
seldom steals the glory but who is always there playing
top-notch football. He is a good line backer-up and one
of the best on pass defense.
Last but not least for, the present are our sophomore
ends "Chip" Clark and "Red" Stacey. The Wolfpack didn't
run around them either from scrimmage or on punts.
Calrk together with Monty Byers executed a perfect touchdown pass (to say nothing of the other nine men who
blocked beautifully).
IT'S GOT TO BE BETTER
The pep meeting last week was compulsory for all but
seniors. Seniors, incidentally, were scarcer than Talmadge
men at an Arnall rally.' And .very little was accomplished
because the underclassmen didn't give the cheer-leaders
their support. Men, when the leaders beg for quiet, it's
not to hear a pin drop on the balcony but to explain the
yells. Remember, a crowd that won't be controlled, can't
be controlled.
We doubt if any more sheets with the yells on
them will be given at pep meetings again this year.
The ones that were given out last time were promptly
made into very cute little airplanes and left in a sloppy
mess, leaving the chapel looking as if a bunch of "university men" had been there instead of us Tigers.
QUIET, PLEASE
It has always been clear that cheering at the wrong
time can be harmful to our own team. When either is
on the offense, it needs comparative quiet to hear the
plays as called in the huddle and to hear the signals as
they are called. So TGawrsake, let's stop cheering or playing of the band when the Tigers have the ball; that ain't
nuttin' but plain horse sense.
And while speaking of the cheering, aren't the
Japanese known1 as the "yellow peril". What's the
significance of the phrase as applied to Clemson, anyway; we're agin' it.
The Bengals have suffered a severe Iss in tailback Ralph
Kennedy's injury. Kennerly, understudy to "Butch" Butler,
broke his leg last week during scrimmage and will be out
for the rest of the season. Monty Byers' stepped to fill the
empty second team tailback post last week and did admirably. Byers' first ball carrying job for the Tigers resulted
in a touchdown against P. C., and he came through again as
he rifled his first pass to Chip Clark for the lone Clemson
marker.
STILL GOING STRONG
Keeping an eye to the future, let's brush up on our
coming opponents. First, there's B. C. with two wins,
Camp Lee and West Virginia.
Next on line will be South Carolina with a tie with
Tennessee and a loss to North Carolina.
After that, Wake Forest with a loss to North Carolina
and a win over Duke.
Then comes the Furman game; so far, the Purples have
lost two.
And finally, we meet Auburn in the finale at Auburn.
The Plainsmen have lost to Georgia Tech and have licked
Tulane.
That's how they stand now. The wins and losses
of some of the teams by themselves do not necessarily
present a true picture of the comparative strengths as
some of the contests were nip-and-tuck affairs from
start to finish.
ODDS 'N ENDS: Seen at the game in Charlotte was
Lt. Joe Blalock of Camp Croft. It need hardly be mentioned
that Joe, three-letter Tiger athlete of the past three seasons, was an All-American gridster at the end post ... .

State Too Good; Beats Tigs 7-6

Butler, Byers To Be Used As
Chief Threat Against Eagles

Game Tiger Team"
Loses One To
Avenging Pack

The Tigers will travel to Boston to clash with a strong
Boston College team this week-end. Clemson, having one win,
one tie, and one loss on their slate against Boston College's
two wins, pits them as the underdogs, but Coach Howard has
been working his boys hard this week in preparation for the
game in order to give the Eagles a run for their money.
While Clemson was losing to N. C. State, Boston College's
Eagles were trampling a strong West Virginia team 33-0.
The Eagles have no single out- »■
•
standing player this year but the
team as a whole functions togeth- Minor C Elects
er well, and they'll be a hard bunch Men And Officers
of boy's to beat.
Eight new members were tapped
The two Greenville
"B" boys, by Clemson's Minor "C" Club this
Butler and Byers will probably be week. President Alvie Yecho anthe chief threats that Coach How- nounced that the new men were
ard will send in against Boston. golfers O. E. Bright, M. E. '44, of
Byers played a beautiful game Savannah, Georgia; R. L, Jones,
against-N. C. State and his coach- A. '43 of Gaffney; D. L. Alexanes expect greater things of the der, M. E '44 of Aiken; A. W.
Greenville flash in the games yet Rollins, M. E. '44, of Charlesto be played.
ton; and D. H. Rader, M. E. '44, of
Marion Craig, who played a bang Columbia.
up game against N. C. State, will
Also, tennis' R. S. Bobo, T. E.
probably be at the blocking back '44, of Greenville; and J. E. Webb,
post with the
versatile Harry E. E. '44, of Bishopville; and cheerFranklin at the wingback spot. leader L. L. Bradham, G. S. '44, of
"Red" McCown, a powerhouse in Sumter.
himself will be at fullback with
The Minor "C" Club is open only
plenty of help coming his way by to those men making their varsity
the assistance of Johnny Sweatte. letters in swimming, golf, tennis,
Captain
Charlie Wright will rifle, or who have served as Clemagain be at the center position, son cheer-leaders.
with Charlie Mimms and Dave
The informal initiation began
Osteen at the guard slots. "Bully" Monday and will last through SatCagle and Harold Pierce will be at urday. Initiates are required to
the tackles, and the ends will be carry paddles and to furnish old
manned by two of the finest ends members with cigarettes, and candy.
in the South, "Chip" Clark and The formal initation will be held
"Red" Stacey.
next Monday.
Officers of the club in addition
First group of 1,600 enlisted to President Yecho, who was electmembers of the WAVES will be ed last year, were named this week
trained at the University of Wis- by vote. They are Vice-president
consin, Indiana university and Ok- Bob Kay G. S., '43, and Secretarylahoma Agricultural and Mechani- treasurer Johnny McArthur, T. C.
cal college.
'44, both of Anlerson.

By DICK VARN
Clemson's Tigers suffered their
first loss of the season as they
bowed to a superior N. C. State
Team 7-6. Only after the final
whistle did the Tigers give up to
the Wolfpack who had to use all
their cunning t8 defeat the game
Bengals. The win was State's first
victory over Clemson since 1932.
George Allen, sophomore from
Kings Mountain, N. C, ploughed
through the center of the Clemson line from the one yard marker
on the first play of the second period. Eddie Teague place-kicked,
the vital point which proved to
be the .winning margin of the ball
game.
Moments later, Clemson shook
Monty Byers, Greenville speed
merchant, aloose, and he squirmed
his way down to the seven yard
line where McCowan took over. In
two efforts McCowan ploughed to
the three, then Byers uncorked a
pass which connected with "Chip"
Clark for the touchdown. Johnny
Sweatte's placekick was wide and
State took over the lead which
they never relinquished.
The Tigers were pvt in the hole
from the very beginning when
Doak sped to the Clemson two
yard line where he was brought
down from behind by Harry Franklin'. Here luck was with the Tigers,
Buck Senter fumbled and Bill
Hunter recovered for the Bengals.
Teague and Art Falrcloth came
through with some beautiful boots
that helped the State cause, and
it kept Clemson in close to their
own goal line. Doak's long run
seemed to upset the Bengals and
they never regained the power they
needed to whip the Wolves.
The line play or Captain Charlie Wright and Chip Clark were
outstanding. They proved time after time that they could stand anything that State had to offer them
and they always came back for
more. Hawk Craig put many a
would-be State tackier on the
ground and his smashing tackles
stopped the fast State backfield
time after time.
The statistics gave State a big
edge over Clemson. The Wolves
racked up 12 first downs while
Clemson got only six, and they
outgained the Tigers in rushing,
234 yards to 93.

BLACK INTERWOVEN SOCKS AT

--H0KE SLOAN'S-Black Botany Ties (Wrinkle-Proof)

Black Shoes as Cheap as $2.50
SEE US FOB GOOD MERCHANDISE

AT CLEMSON

FOLLOW THE CROWS TO

Two Scout Cabins
Erected On Campus
Two new scout cabins, one for
the boy scouts and one for the girl
scouts, have . been erected on the
Clemson campus.
These cabins
were given to the scout organizations by the community. Funds for
their erection were raised by a
drive, headed by Prof. H. E. Glenn,
professor of civil engineering,
through the community.
The cabins are log structures
approximately eighteen feet by
twenty feet. As yet they are unfurnished, this being left to the
scouts to do. They are located
down by the old sheep bams.
Grounds around the scout cabins are to be landscaped by Mr.

FOR CLEMSON

Above are two scenes from the Clemson-N. C. State fracas in Charlotte last
week. In the top picture Chip Clark is
receiving the bullet pass from Monty

Byers that accounted for the Tigers
lone score. In the bottom shot, George
Allen of N. C. State has just plunged
over for the Wolfpack's marker.

Watson of the public utilities department. In the future these Alpha Tau Alpha
grounds will be used for picnics, Names New Members
outdoor parties, etc.
The Boy Scout troop, number
Alpha Tau Alpha, honor vocathirty, has for its scoutmaster tional agricultural education fraJohn F. Hare, a senior from El- ternity recently tapped six new
mira, N. Y. All leaders -of the members, Ralph Hoffman, president
troop are cadets, but no cadets are
members of the troop. There are
thirty-one active members at present.

THE COLLEGE CAFE

of the fraternity, said.
The new members are C. S.
Hughey, '43 of Greer; W. F. Minton, '43 of Lewiston, N. C, C. B.
Pence, '44 of Tatum; R. E. Linder,
'44 of Chapin; R. M. Richbourg,
'44 of Camden; and J. E. Herlong,
'44 of Saluda.

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY

—AND—

SANDWICH SHOP
"THE OFFICIAL HANGOUT OF THE
CLEMSON CADETS"

PHILADELPHIA, P^

Duck

Ten

Pins

Pins

Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

Kgl||l§l

HAIR TONICS
VITALIS
VASELINE
LUCKY TIGER
FITCH'S
KREMEL

7 REGULATION ALLEYS

CLEMSON ALLEYS

BRILLIANTINES and
HAIR OILS

"WHERE THE TIGERS BOWL"
Are you interested in bowling? If so, ask

KEEP UP YOUR
ENERGY

your A. & R. officer about the tourna-

B-COMPLEX CAPS

ment that is coming soon!

30 CAPSULES—30 DAY
TREATMENT

89c

AT OUR FOUNTAIN

COLLEGE STATIONERY

LARGE

COLLEGE SEAL

MILK SHAKE
10c

JEWELRY

ATHLETE'S
FOOT?
USE HECTO
25c

PENNANTS-STICKERS
NOVELTIES
FRESH SHIPMENT
WHITMAN'S
NORRIS
NUNNALLYS
HOLLINGSWORTH
FINE CANDIES

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU

THE L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
—AT—

SULLIVAlVr
PEPSI-COLA is made only by PEPSI-COLA COMPANY, Long Island
City. New Yoi>. Authorized Bottler: PEPSI-COLA Bottling Company
of Anderson, S. C.

P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE

HARDWARE CO. 1 ^1
Anderson, South Carolina
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PHONE 4311
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James Melton Concert Here Set For October 28
ill Head Series
Of Five Concerts
Best Music Season
Seen For Clemson
Introducing
Clemson's
finest
year of musical entertainment,
James Melton, versatile American
concert tenor, will present a program in the field house October 28.
He will head the list of five of
the most outstanding musical attractions ever offered to a Clemson audience.
Melton, who ranks among the
top concert singers of the country, is well-known to radio listeners all over the country. He has
sung on the Bell Telephone Hour
of the National Broadcasting Com.pany since the program's beginning, and has appeared twelve times
on Coca-Cola's Pause That Eefreshes on the Columbia Broadcasting System, more than any
other guest artist.
Melton's hobby is collecting, and
he goes in for it in a big way. Not
content with postage stamps or old
coins, he collects antique automobiles. His collection, valued at more
than $30,000, has recently been
offered to the state of Connecticut
for display in the state museum.
Melton is leading tenor with the
Chicago Opera Company, which
ranks next to the Metropolitan as
a national musical institution. He
has drawn enthusiastic praise from
music critics all over America.
"La Boheme" will be presented
in November under the management of Charles L. Wagner, who is
recognized as being absolutely tops
in touring opera. Some of the best
singers in America will be starred
in the all-English production. Costumes and stage settings are of
the finest. The opera is a leading
feature of the Columbia Music Festival this year.
The General Platoff Don Cossack Chorus will appear to Clemson music lovers in January. The
Ejpn Cossacks are now in their fifteenth successful year as a touring
concert feature. They have covered six continents. Polk songs and
religious music of old Russia are
their specialty, with a liberal
sprinkling of native dances. The
entire program will be presented
without instrumental accompaniment.
Other atractions on this year's
series will be the National Symphony Orchestra in February and
Pray and Braggiotti, duo-pianists,
In March.

For That Tasty

HOME
COOKED
MEAL

Clemson Delegation
Will Leave Friday
For YMCA Retreat

ASCE To Tap New
Members Soon
4

Clemson's delegation to' the anuual YMCA retreat, to be held this
year at Camp York in the King's
Mountain.Military Park, will leave
Friday at noon. This delegation
will be headed by Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, of the Clemson YMCA,
and Milton LeRcy, president of the
YMCA cabinet.
Other members of the delegation
will be chosen later. In ■ all, eighteen delegates will go from Clemson.
Dr. James Outler of Duke University will be principal speaker and
Mr. Henry Ware will also make a
talk. After the retreat is over, Mr.
Ware will come to Clemson to
speak at Vespers Sunday .afternoon.
Approximately eighty-five delegates from South Carolina will
attend the YMCA retreat.

Goode Retires
From Pastorate
Rev. John K. Goode, former pastor of the local Baptist Church, recently retired from active ministry
and as pastor of the Clemson
Church. Mr. Goode has been at
Clemson for seventeen years, leaving for nine years in 1920.
During his ministry here, the
Baptist Church has added its new
Sunday school building, the church
organ, and made general improvements to the extent of approximately $25,000.
A native of Richmond, Va., a
graduate cf the University of Richmond and of the Crozer Theological Seminary, Cehster, Penn., Mr.
Goode came to South Carolina in
1908 and served as pastor of
churches at Barnwell and Cheraw.
M1LCS $cS040 MCPR

Brigadiers Sign For
First Faculty Dance
The "Brigadiers," under the direction of Bob McElveen, Pre Med
'44, of Columbia, have reorganized
this year and will play their first
dance date at the Field House on
October 9 under the sponsorship
of the Clemson Club, a faculty
dance group. Claude Hipp, G. S.
'44, of Greenwood, has taken over
the post of business manager. Although the band has been slow in
reorganizing they expect to be
ready to fill engagements within a
week or two.
There have been difficulties in
this year's reorganization because
of the loss of several men. The
rythm section has remained intact, however, with the addition of
a guitar. Although tryouts are not
yet over and one or two places are
yet to be filled, the setup is fairly
definite. The personnel is as follows: Junius Garrison, Mac Gowing, Charles Spencer, Monty Beville, saxes; Dick Rambke, David
McRae, Elbert Hubbard, trumpets;
Wendell Kelly, Glenn Lawhorn,
trombones; Page Irwin, piano; LaVergne Anderson, bass, John Crisanti, guitar; Bill Tillery, drums.

Clemson Professor Trains Dog
To Do Everything But Talk

Clemson's Chapter of The American Society of Civil Engineers
had their first meeting of the year
Tuesday night and voted to take
new members from the sopnomore
class next week, Bill Bristol, C. E.
'43 of New Port Richey, Florida,
publicity manager, said.
Future plans have not been formulated because the committee reports have not yet been received.
The initiation of new members is
in discussion.

Above are the principals in the semiannual Blue Key worm parade held on
Bowman Field last Thursday,. The beau-

ties are, left to right, Bonner Manly,
Bob Buchanan, John Derrick, Lee Milford, Russell McRae, and Lang Ligon.

Clemson Dances To Be Aired
WMRC & WAIM To
Carry Programs
Tom Stanley, president of the
Central Dance Association, said
last night that plans have, been
completed for the broadcasting of
the music of all dances to be
held 'here this year. In making
the announcement, Stanley said
that Bonner Manly, radio publicity director for the college, has
made arrangements with two radio
stations, WMRC of Greenville and
WAIM of Anderson, for the programs.
According to present arrangements, the programs will originate
from the bandstand in the field
house during the Friday night,
Saturday afternoon, and Saturday
night dances. The broadcasts will
probably last thirty minutes each.
The stations will have their own
remote equipment here for the
broadcasts, and the programs
through the stations will be separate.
Stanley said that if present
plans work out according to schedule, all dances at which a name
band plays will be broadcast over
one of the three large nationwide radio networks. Stanley said
that he was not yet at liberty to
say which network, or that it is
yet definite but that the hookup is certain unless something interferes.
"Through the splendid cooperation of radio stations WMRC and
WAIM," Stanley said, "we will receive more publicity for our dances
and for Clemson than we have before."
Patton park, located on the
Muskingum college campus, covers
less than l-350th of an acre. It is
the home of one tree, three stones
and approximately 200,000 blades
of grass.

Come To The

JAY'S FLOWERS

CLEMSON
COFFEE
SHOPPE

THE GOLDEN RULE FLORIST

CORSAGES
OUR SPECIALTY

W. C. Hanna, Mgr.

Telephone 4858

Greenville, S. C.

Brown Tells Corps Of Life Under
Hitler's Heel In Nazi Rumania
The enigma of a hitherto friendly Rumania now at war with the
United States was revealed by
James W. Brown, for 21 years representative of North American
Y. M. C. A.'s in Rumania, when he
addressed the cadet corps at noon
on Monday.
Mr. Brown told of his wife's various experiences at the hands of the
Nazi Gestapo. At the request of
both Rumanian and American officials, Mr. Brown remained in Rumania long after other American
civilians were evacuated to handle
the work of the American Polish
Relief Commission. The Gestapo
trumped up charges of espionage
and "blasphemy" against him because of this work under foreign
support.
His first arres t was made on December 13, 1941. After several weeks
of torture, he was released and allowed to return to America.
"Rumania is the victim of Nazi
treachery," he says. "She is on the
spot. Over her head is held the
whip of the dreaded Iron Guard
leaders hiding in protection in Germany. The moment Marshal Antonescu wavers or shows the slightest sign of unwillingness to 'play
ball with Hitler back will come
the hated Iron Guard to Rumania.
And the Rumanians would rather
have the Germans than the Iron
Guard.
"If you recall the bloodshed of
January, 1941, with Rumanian ambushing Rumanian, cutthroats and
murderers running loose, you can
begin to understand their terror at
the prospect of a return of the Iron
Guard," he says. During the Revolution, the Iron Guard spread like
mushrooms, controlling a million
and a half people out cf the thirteen million population, according
to him.
"All that Germany wants of Rumania is to drain her of her food,
oil and supplies and have support
for the Nazi military campaign in
Russia," he points out. "To assure
herself of these vital supplies of
fcod and men, she will continue
to hold the whip over. Rumania."
ENTERTAIN RATS
Presbyterian freshmen will be
entertained in the homes of members of the Fort Hill Presbyterian
Church Sunday. The Ladies Auxiliary are sponsoring this in an
effort to better acquaint the freshmen with the families of the campus.

9-10—Take A Letter Darling, Rosalind Russell.

The Alumni Association will hold
a luncheon at the Kenmore Hotel
in Boston at twelve o'clock noon
Saturday for ail Clemson men in
Boston for the game.
Jake Woodward, Alumni secretary, extends to . all Clemson men
in that vicinity an invitation to
this i luncheon of and for Clemson
men.

Phi Eta Sigma
Elects Officers

State PSA Meet
Be Held Here
Oct. 16-17

Fellowship Club
Neefs At Y Cabin

Hosts To Cotillions

Norman W. Skinner, E. E. '45
of Greenville has been elected president of Phi Eta Sigma, national
honorary freshman scholastic fraternity, Laconla H. Hance, retiring
president, said.
Other officers elected are: E. B.
Hadlow, Chem. '45, of Greenville,
vice-president; E. L. Price, E. E.
'45, cf Moultrieville, secretarytreasurer, and J. F. Sutton, M. E.
'45, of Columbia, historian. These
new officers and sophomore members will sponsor a banquet for the
junior members of Phi Eta Sigma
on October 20, the night before
the State Fair holidays begin.
The fraternity plans to distribute
over 900 copies cf a pamphlet entitled "Hints on How to Study," to
the members of the freshman class
during this week. In addition,
those sophomores having a grade
point ratio of 7.5 or over for the
entire freshman year will be taken'
into the organization next week
after their names are released by
the registrar.
Retiring officers are TJ. H. Hance,
president; H. M. Simons, vicepresident; J. L. Johnson, secretary,

The Clemson Club, faculty social
group, will be hosts to The Cotillion
Club at a dance to be held in the
field house tomorrow night. The
Brigadiers, Clemson's up and coming dance band, will supply the
music.
Officers of the Clemson Club are
I. S. Pitts, president; W. D. Williams, vice-president; Mrs. T. E.
Brandon, secretary; and Ralph
Hpscomb, secretary-treasurer.
Of the Cotillion Club, the officers are Bob Anderson, president;
Tom Peele vice-president; and
John Wigington, secretary and
treasurer.
The Spinsters Club, another faculty organization, is headed by Miss
Edna Blake, president;
Rose
Shanklin,- vice-president; Margaret
McCutcheon, secretary; and Rose
Craig, treasurer. New members of
The Spinsters Club were recently
elected. They include Evelyn McBrayer, Tillie Tallevast, Doris McMillian, Agnes Campbell, Lorine
Campbell, Jean Evans and Doris
Abrams.

-

rest. When his meal is finished he
quietly puts the towel back into the
closet.
This wonder dog lives as near like
a college student as possible. He
goes to bed at taps and rises at
reveille. His quarters are just outside the Prof.'s window, and ha
never breaks them. Should Mr.
Jones desire a drink of water, he
brings his bowl to Mr. Hodge and
asks for it, though, of course, in
dog language.
He can lean on a chair and pray
in a most convincing manner. He
can distinguish right from wrong
as well as any human, and his chief
delight is removing papers and
magazines from the floor. In his
four-year lifetime he has developed
many worthwhile habits,' and, to
top it all, does not indulge in drinking, smoking, or profanity.
prove the community in every way
possible.
The officers of the club are John
D. Lane, president, and G. H. Wise,
vice president.

ON SICK LEAVE
Professor W. W. Burton of the
mathematics department is on sick
leave from Clemson for examination at a Greenville hospital. Rev.
D. A. Clyburn will substitute for
him. Professor Burton has been ill
for several years, but has been able
to perform his duties this year.

GRAD PROMOTED
William Arthur Thompson, engineering industrial education '32,
was recently promoted to the rank
of Major, Army Air Corps. Major
Thompson is stationed at Shaw
Field near Sumter. Previous to his
entry into the armed forces, he
acted as executive secretary for the
Sumter Board of Trade.
Approximately one out of every
three students at Hamilton college
is taking special college work intended to prepare him for military
service.

STONE MOTHERS
Complete Outfitters To Men, Young Men
And Students
108 N. Main Street

Greenville, S. C.

and F. W. Leitner, treasurer.

CLEMSON CADETS ALWAYS
WELCOME AT

MAYFAIR GRILL
Moke This Your Headquarters While
You Are In Anderson, S. C.

_L

SCHEDULE OF PICTURES AT CLEMSON
8-9—Priorities on Parade, Betty Rhodes and Ann Miller.

Luncheon Be Given
In Boston Saturday

Have you ever heard a dog
talk? Well, chances are you never
will, but you can find the next best
thing right here on the Clsmson
campus.
Professor W. G. Hodge, of the
Agriculture Department, has coached an English Ccllie since the dog
was a pup, and Mr. Jones, as the
dog is known, is as well disciplined
as a top sergeant. Not only does
he eat and sleep when told, but he
keeps his master's room in such a
condition that it could pass the
strictest inspection.
At mealtime the "Canine Cadet"
goes to the Prof.'s closet and
emerges with a towel on which to
eat. He walks to the corner and
spreads the towel on the floor. As
his food is placed before him he
ignores its presence, no matter how
Clemson's Presbyterian Student hungry,
until Mr. Hodge gives him
Association will be hosts to the
South Carolina Synod Conference
on October 16-17, Ed Brooks, president of the Clemson PSA, said.
The theme of the conference will
be "The Christian Answer."
Speakers for the occasion .include Dr. Kenneth Forman, president of Davidson College, Reverend Joseph M. Garrison, director of
student work of the Southern PresThe Clemson
Fellowship Club
byterian Churches of Louisville, appointed committees for the comKy., Reverend J. K. Roberts of ing year in a meeting held at the
Presbyterian College, and Reverend YMCA cabin Tuesday night, John
Julian Lake of Rock Hill.
D. Lane, president, said.
Ed Brooks, M. E. '43 of Perms
The chairmen of these commitGrove, N. J., is president of the tees are C. L. Epting,
program
State PSA organization. Miss committee, B. E. Goodale, welfare
Emily Dillard of Winthrop is vice- committee, A. J. Brown, war measpresident, Miss Alva Coggshell of ures and emergencies, John D.
the University of South Carolina
executive committee, S. R.
is secretary and treasurer, and Lane,
Rhodes, membership committee, B.
Miss Julia Johnson of Lander is E.
Fernow, music committee, S. J.
publicity agent. B. E. Goodale of L. Crouch,
attendance committee,
the school of agriculture is fac- and D. J. Watson, community imulty advisor for both state and provement committee.
local organizations.
After the business had been atOther officers of the local PSA tended
to, Professor Charles Mororganization besides Brooks are gan, of the poultry department,
Stiles Stribling, vice-president, and prepared and served one of his faCharles Stewart, secretary and mous chicken bar-b-que suppers.
treasurer.
The Fellowship Club is composed of men from the Clemson comClemson Club To Be munity from all walks of life. Its
prime purpose and aim is to im-

CO /"A PA NY.

INC,

AN INVESTMENT IN GOOD APPEARANCE
26 S. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

Aft. 9, 10—Careful, Soft Shoulders, Virginia Bruce, James Ellison.
12-13—Desperate Journey, Errol Flynn, Nancy Coleman,
12-13—A Haunting We Will Go, Laurel and Hardy.
14-15—Holiday Inn, Big Crosby and Fred Astaire.
15-16—Wake Island, Brian Donlevy, Robert. Preston.
COMING SOON—Across The Pacific, Tish, Reap The Wild Wind ,Talk
Of The Town, Somewhere I'll Find You, Mrs. Miniver,
Panama Hattie, Cairo, Young Mr. Pitts.

We wish to express our thanks to the many Clemson graduates who have written
acknowledging receipt of CLEMSON "Y" NEWS and copies of THE TIGER. If
you do not receive a copy of THE TIGER, please write and give your name and
correct address. We are trying to send three or four copies to one man who can
assist in distributing them. Our thanks for letters and cards.

When You Are Really

Clemson's 2,300 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . ..

Hungry For A

GOOD STEAK

WHY?

—Visit—

BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry

CHARLIE'S
STEAK HOUSE
Greenville, S. C.

Army Officers Uniforms
CARRIED IN STOCK
We are outfitting large numbers of reserve officers who
are entering Active Service

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE,

SOUTH CAROLINA

How YOU can help her
speed vital war calls
WHEN you're about to telephone, remember that
the wires—especially Long Distance circuits—are
busier than ever before, with war calls. We can't build
new equipment to carry the load because the materials
we need are going into ships and planes and shells.
Here's how you can help to keep the lines open for
war calls. Unless your message is really urgent, please
don't use Long Distance service. But if you must,
please make your calls as short as you can.
Thanks!—we know you'll be glad to help!
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